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Skyline Products Expands LED Product Line, Launches 6-inch Fuel
Price Digits
Designed to meet California’s unique signage requirements, Skyline’s 6-inch LED price digits
will help fuel retailers remain compliant and attract fuel buyers.
Colorado Springs, Colo. – Skyline Products, a leading manufacturer of electronic price signs,
announced today that it will expand its line of electronic fuel price signs to include a 6-inch LED
digit. The newly-designed solution will allow fuel retailers to post prices for many fuel
commodities on a single sign with a small form factor.
Regulations in California can vary by jurisdiction, but many of the state’s municipalities require
fuel retailers to post prices for every fuel product they sell while regulating the maximum square
footage that can be occupied by a single price sign. These, and other similar regulations, have
increased the need for a small, compact price digit.
“As regulations become more restrictive, our fuel retail customers are requesting this smaller 6inch digit,” said Chip Stadjuhar, president and CEO of Skyline Products. “We are excited to
bring more choice to the marketplace and to offer a feature-rich, higher quality alternative
compared to the current market options.”
The new 6-inch digits – available in red, green, amber, blue and white LEDs – feature a
redesigned digit shape, specifically engineered to maximize readability.
“We are known for our unique digit shape that is optimized for legibility,” shared James
Barnhart, Skyline’s director of product development. “While our new design is specific only to
the 6-inch signs, we believe it is the optimal shape and layout for that size. We are confident our
customers will think of it as a significant improvement over the options currently available.”
Many fuel retailers caught a first glimpse of the new sign at the 2018 NACS Show in Las Vegas.
Barnhart added, “The response we received at NACS was remarkable. It’s clear the market was
ready for another player to enter this space that could bring Skyline’s reputation for quality and
design.”

Skyline Products provides LED price signs ranging from the new 6-inch digit all the way up to a
stunning 86 inches. Additionally, their unique, customizable, electronic scroll price signs range
from 10 to 91 inches tall and can be customized to match the brand image of any fuel retailer.
Skyline’s 6-inch LED price signs are available for order now.
About Skyline Products
Skyline Products helps convenience stores and fuel retailers differentiate themselves and
increase automotive traffic through electronic LED and scroll price signs that are Designed to be
Bold, Engineered to Last. Since 1970, Skyline has invested heavily in research and
development to create the industry’s most legible and reliable price signs. Fully designed and
manufactured in Colorado Springs, CO, Skyline’s industry-exclusive technologies provide
superior display feedback, unmatched brightness control, exceptional full-bodied digits,
advanced energy efficiency, and military-grade durability. Additionally, Skyline provides
customers with price-change confirmation and the most advanced sign diagnostics on the
market. Learn more at SkylineProducts.com.

